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Time-saving Tips for Constructing Bead Necklaces

by Anjali Shalit
All levels

Designing

Photo of finished necklace by Frank DeSantis; 
all other photos courtesy of the author.

I’ve always been a disorganized person — one 
who resists following recipes, won’t read assembly 
instructions, and thinks she can figure “it” out herself. 
Of course, it takes me a little longer because I don’t 
remember where I put anything. I have grand visions 
of splitting the atom but don’t even know how to 
screw on a lid. These are the disadvantages of being 
unschooled, untrained, and reinventing the wheel on 
one’s own.

Like me, some of you may be rebellious, right-brain 
dominant souls, impatient to get on with your 
projects. Others may be wiser and more methodical 
than I. In either case, if you would like to save some 
time, and profit from the results of my trial-and-error 
method of learning to make bead necklaces, read on.

Drafts: I always make multiple drafts of any necklace I construct. This is time consuming, but helps me 
discover possible technical or artistic design flaws before committing to a final version.

Piano Wire: When I originally began making necklaces, a bead-maker friend told me to first assemble 
everything on piano wire. You can get piano wire (or “music wire,” as it’s sometimes called) in hobby shops. 
It’s inexpensive, comes in various gauges, and is useful for quick changes when trying different combinations 
of colors, shapes, and sizes. However, when I first used this method, I lost hours of work — several times — 
when all my beads went flying off the ends of the wire. This is one of the trials and tribulations of my “trial 
and error” method. So, if you’re going to use this design tool in the beginning stages of a project, make sure 
to bend, clamp, or tape the ends of the wire. Piano wires are long, so simply cut off the bent or taped ends 
when you need to add or remove beads. Use regular wire cutters for cutting piano wire, not jeweler’s tools.

Beading Cord or Wire: If you want to see how your necklace drapes, at some point you’ll need to use a flexible 
stringing material for your draft. To avoid wasting expensive silk, nylon-coated bead wire, or nylon cord, you 
can use nylon monofilament such as fishing line leader or even fishing line itself. You can buy spools at 
sporting goods stores. If the holes in your beads are too small to accommodate either of these alternatives, 
use whatever stringing material will be used in the final product.

Don’t Reinvent the Wheel
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Bead Boards
Wooden Boards: I do most of my work on a 23” long, unstained, 
mahogany board. The board is not quite 5” inches wide and has six 
grooves cut along its length. These grooves progress from shallow 
and narrow, to deep and wide. Anyone with a saw and a router can 
make this kind of tool. I haven’t seen them offered commercially 
and am looking for a handsome carpenter to subsidize my artistic 
career . . . There are several advantages to using this kind of 
board:

It’s easy to grade sizes of beads, whether working with 
uniformly shaped beads or nuggets that are always irregularly 
shaped. You can quickly sort them by size and pick them up as needed.

The multiple grooves allow you to see various combinations of beads at a quick glance, enabling you to 
move groupings around easily.

You can mark off lengths on the board for quick measuring of cord or wire.

Flocked Commercial Bead Trays: There are various kinds of lightweight, 
flocked bead trays for sale commercially. The soft, flocked surface is 
nice because it prevents the beads from being scratched. I have a long 
rectangular one with three concentric grooves that curve at the bottom 
of the board and then go straight up the long sides. The outermost groove 
is marked off in inches. This concentric, three-groove arrangement gives 
a visual idea of what the necklace will look like strung and hanging — 
whether in a single strand or multiple strands.

If you are making a multiple-strand necklace, remember that the outside 
strand will be the longest, and the inside strand will be the shortest.

1.

2.

3.

Finishing
Preventing Fraying: If you use carded nylon cord with a needle attached (such as that made by Griffin), you 
can melt the knots on the end of your strand with a match flame instead of using glue. This will seal the 
ends and keep them from unraveling. The burnt ends can be hidden in a clamshell-style bead tip along with 
the rest of the knot.

In general, whether you use nylon, silk, or some other fiber for stringing, it’s a good idea to let your glue 
harden before cutting the ends of the knots. I sometimes also apply glue to the cut ends, since these are new 
surfaces that weren’t exposed to the glue and could conceivably fray. 

Another way to prevent fraying is to check the edges of bead holes, particularly when dealing with metal 
ethnic beads. If the edges are sharp, they may cut through cord. You can file these edges down using the 
fine sandpaper that car body shops use for detail work. I’ve found that this sandpaper will also work on glass. 
You can also use 3M™ 400 Wetordry™ sandpaper.
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Preventing Slack: For a well-made, professional- looking necklace, the 
ends need to be tidy and there should be no exposed bead cord. 
My first necklaces were strung on nylon cord with an attached 
needle, as I mentioned earlier. I spent years trying to pull and knot 
these single-strand cords tight up into bead tips without leaving 
unsightly exposed cord. I finally learned that this cord can be pulled 
apart so that what is one strand when stringing, can become two 
when finishing. (I confess to having two little instruction booklets 
on stringing, but this secret was in neither of them.) Thread your 
clamshell or bead tip onto the cord, then unwind the cord so you 
have two separate strands. Pull these strands taut, tie them into 
two or three overhand knots or a square knot, then glue. 
  
Finishing Board: With only two hands, how do you tie end knots 
while keeping a necklace taut, all the beads close together, and no 
cord showing? I have a board with a row of small holes near the 
top, and I insert a nail into two of the holes (the nails can easily 
be inserted and removed). Then I hang a soldered jump ring on one 
of the nails and attach the finished end of one side of my necklace. 
After hanging another soldered jump ring to the second nail, I pull 
the other end of the necklace up so the necklace is curved, as it 
would be if hanging from a neck. The first nail holds the finished 
end and serves as a fixed point against which I can pull everything 
taut, then I can pull the second end through the second jump ring. 
It’s important to remember that you need a little bit of slack in a 
necklace so it drapes properly and the beads aren’t pushed on top 
of each other. If you knot between all the beads, however, this isn’t 
necessary.

The next step is to bring 
my cord back through the end bead and begin knotting. You can 
take the necklace off the nails after pulling the cord back through 
the first end bead. I use French wire to hide and protect the cord 
that goes over the soldered rings of clasps. 

Once the ends of the necklace are finished and attached to 
soldered rings, the rings are then hooked onto the ends of an “S” 
clasp. You don’t have to use soldered rings and “S” clasps however, 
there are many clasps that can be hung over thin nails.

End Beads: Make sure that the last three beads on either end of your necklace have holes big enough to 
bring your cord back through. It’s a good idea to try this out before stringing the whole necklace. You may 
need to use a bead reamer of some sort to enlarge the holes in the end beads if you don’t have beads that 
will accommodate a double amount of cord and fit in with your design. Also keep in mind that wire needles, 
if you use these, come in different sizes. Check to see that both the cord and the needle will fit when you 
thread them back through your end beads.
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End Knotting: As indicated above, the number of strands on which your necklace is strung will double when 
you come back through the end beads. For example, if your necklace is strung on six strands of silk, the end 
beads will need to accommodate a total of twelve strands when you come back through. Take the outside 
strands you’ll have by doubling back through, and knot these around the six original strands on which your 
necklace is strung. After you tie this knot between the last and second-to-the-last bead, cut off two of the 
outside strands and thread the remaining four through the second to the end bead. Knot these around the 
inside strands of your original cord and cut off two more outside strands before going back through the 
third bead from the end. These numbers don’t have to be rigidly adhered to. The idea here is that you have 
successively fewer strands going back through, thus making less bulky knots. You can even take whatever 
strands remain after your third knot and simply pull them through the fourth bead to hide the ends.

Even Knots: When you tie the last knot, make an overhand knot, glue it, then bring the ends around to the 
opposite side of the necklace. Tie another overhand knot, glue it and bring the ends back to the original 
side of the necklace. Tie a final overhand knot, cut the ends and glue. This will give you a knot that’s a fairly 
uniform size on both sides.

Colored Knots: Whereas beads cover up the rest of your necklace cord, the knots do show a bit. Also, just about 
everything but wire is going to stretch out a little. I’ve found that C-Thru® translucent nylon cord is strong and 
less inclined to stretch than silk or carded nylon. I often use this for heavy necklaces. I use indelible magic 
markers to color the ends of this cord so that the knots will blend in with the beads.

Needle in a Haystack: As I mentioned in the beginning, it’s taking me a while to split the atom because I 
can’t remember where I put anything. I have made some progress however, with keeping track of wire needles. 
I use a little magnet, which I store in the same drawer with the needles.

I hope these tips will help you save time and assist you in creating beauty. Some of these issues are very 
subtle, but they will definitely make a difference in the overall look and caliber of your pieces.

ANJALI SHALIT is a jewelry designer. Visit her 
website at www.anjalishalit.com
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